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1.
This invention relates to toys and more par

Or Secured by other Suitable means to the end
of the cord or rope at .

ticularly to a marionette and has for its prin
ponent parts are of light weight material, simple,

Similarly a flexible cord or rope 8 runs through
the lower inside part of the lower trunk mem
ber or pelvic section 4. This rope or cord has
its ends extending from opposite sides of this

cipal object to provide a marionette whose con

durable and capable of simulating life-like move
ments.
Another object of this invention is to provide
a simplified control frame on which the Oper
ations of said marionette depend and which Will
produce the similitude of natural movements
referred to above.
The accompanying drawings illustrate the de
tails of these improvements and other objects
of the invention and additional features of

novelty will be apparent from the following de

lower trunk member and form the thighs or
upper portions of the legs. This cord or rope

5

Scription.

end of the cord or rope at 24.
The lower part of the leg 20 is connected to

Fig. 1 is a view of the marionette construc

tion in accordance with my invention. Fig. 2
is a side view of the marionette shown in Fig.

1 with its parts in a different relative position.
Fig. 3 shows the improved control frame for
manipulating the strings to which the mario
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material of the foot. This permits similitude

25

of the trunk

In Figure 3 is shown a simplified control frame
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, means including a member

of fibre, or other

rigid material, and is light in Weight, durable
and of a shape providing a handle portion. 2'
is a Cross bar also made of fibre, or other rigid
material. This cross bar together with the

frame manipulate strings 3'', 4', S', 6', ',
8' and 9' attached respectively through holes
3, 4, 5’, 6, 7, 8, and 9 and whose other ends
are attached to various parts of the marionette
as shown in the front view control frame over
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Fig. 1. O' is a front clip piece of fibre, or other
rigid material, permanently attached to the for
Ward portion of the control frame ' by round
head paper fasteners, or other suitable securing
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means, at f f' and 2'. The middle part of this
front piece f is arched downward all along its
length to provide a clip portion 3' thus creat
ing a continuous pressure against the surface
of the frame '. The pressure thus created
holds the cross bar 2 firmly in place. This at

of the trunk and form the upper arm portions.
At the ends of this cord or rope the lower airin
members or one-piece arms and hands í 4 are
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means, to the lower arm at 6, and tied Stitched
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attached by a flexible cloth strip 5, which cloth
strip is tied, tacked, or secured by other suitable

and inside of the upper part

movements to both members.

shape then folded or bent to make the shoulders

forming the lower part of the trunk. A lower
trunk member or pelvic section 4 is also made
of one piece fibre or other flat or sheet material,
cut into shape and then folded or bent and its
ends joined at 5, forming its bottom or lower
part at that place. A round head paper fastener
is used at 5, or other suitable securing means
can be used.
A cross piece 6, preferably of wood, runs inside
the top part of the upper trunk and acts as an
anchorage for the screw eye T. This Screw eye
is interengaged with the staple 8 which is en
bedded in the material of neck 9 and holds head
O is place. A piece of flexible cord or rope
i? runs along the length of the cross piece 6 and
is supported by it and both 6 and f l are firmly
held in place by the screw eye I. This cord Oi
rope has its ends extending from opposite sides

The upper trunk member and lower trunk
member 4 are connected by a cord, ring or strip
27 running lengthwise inside of the lower part

of the trunk 4, permitting similitude of natural

shown in Fig. 1 is made of one piece fibre, or
other fiat or sheet material, which is cut into

2 and its ends joined at 3, by round head paper
fasteners or other suitable securing means, and

the foot 2 f by a screw eye 25 which is inter

engaged with the staple 26 embedded in the
of natural movements to the foot.

nette is attached and whose connections are

indicated by the front view control shown. On
top of Fig.1.
An upper trunk member of the marionette

is Secured to the lower trunk member 4 by a
means at 9. To these extending cord or rope
ends, lower leg members 20 and pivotable feet
2 are attached by a cloth strip 22, which cloth
Strip is tacked or Stapled at 23 to the wood piece
which forms the lower part of the leg 2G, and
tied or secured by other suitable means to the

O round head paper fastener or by other suitable

tached piece O' has its edge 4 slightly curved

upward, which allows the easy removal and easy

insertion of the cross bar. A small section of

the control frame f extends in front of the at
tached piece fo' at 5' and further facilitates

the guiding of the cross bar through the up
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3
turned edge 4' and under the pressure ZOne

shoulder portion, a screw eye extending through

all along 3.

the shoulder portion and connected With the
shoulder cross piece to hold the CrOSS piece
Within the shoulder portion, a head loosely Con
nected to the screw eye above the shoulder
portion, a flexible rope member running co

Having described my invention what I claim

and desire to secure by Letters of Patent is:
1. A marionette toy construction comprising
an upper trunk member formed of stiff Sheet

5

material bent near the middle thereOf to pro

vide a transverse shoulder portion at the bend

thereof and an empty hollow chest, the ends of
the stiff sheet material being joined together

below the shoulder portion, a lower trunk men
ber smaller than the upper trunk member and
formed of similar material similarly bent and
joined at its ends, means for flexibly connecting
the lower trunk member to the lower end of
the upper trunk member, an elongated flexible
member connected to and extending transversely
of the shoulder portion and having its ends
extending outwardly from the respective op
posite sides thereof to provide upper arm por
tions, lower arm members respectively flexibly
connected to the respective arm portions, a
second elongated flexible member connected to
and extending transversely of the lower end of
the lower trunk member and having its einds
extending outwardly from the respective Op

posite sides thereof to provide upper leg portions,
combined lower leg and foot assemblies respec
tively connected to the respective lower leg
portions, a head flexibly connected to the
shoulder portion of the upper trunk member,
and control handle frame means having strings
depending therefrom and respectively connected
to the head, lower arm and leg portions.

O
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part of the lower trunk member, said Second
rope member having its end extending OutWard
20

frame member shaped to provide a wide for
Ward portion and a rear handie portion, strings
connected between the portions of the control

frame member and the respective head and

Upper trunk member, a front clip piece Secured
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manner and having its ends joined together, a
closed strip of flexible material running length

wise inside the lower part of the upper trunk

from and respectively connected to the respective
arm members and leg portions.
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member and inside the upper part of the lower
trunk member whereby to flexibly join the upper
and lower trunk members together, a shoulder

cross piece conforming to the underside of the

to the top of the wide forward portion and hav
ing a downwardly arched portion applying
pressure toward the top surface and a cross bar
member removably disposed under the arched
ciip portion and having strings extending there

an upper trunk member formed of sheet ma
terial bent flatwise near the middle thereof to
provide at the bend a transverse shoulder por

of the stiff sheet material being joined together
below the shoulder portion, a lower trunk men
ber smaller than the upper trunk member
formed of similar material bent in a similar

ly from the respective opposite sides of the lower
trunk member to provide flexible upper leg por
tions, lower leg members respectively flexibly
connected to the upper leg portions, foot mem

bers respectively loosely pivotally connected to
the respective lower leg members, a control

2. A marionette toy construction comprising

tion and an empty hollow chest Space, the ends

extensively with the cross piece and fixed to
the underside thereof, said flexible rope mem
ber having its ends extending respectively out
wardly from the respective opposite sides of the
upper trunk member to provide flexible arm
portions, lower arm members respectively flex
ibly connected to the respective upper arm por
tions, a second flexible rope member connected
to and extending transversely through the lower
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